This result is then translated into a statement concerning a special class of infinite matrices which generalize the classical Toeplitz matrices. We then apply these results in evaluating the norm of a special type of linear operator.
In [1] the author considered the asymptotic distribution of eigenvalues and characteristic numbers of certain sequences of operators {F V J over a locally compact group Γ associated with sequences {V n } of Borel sets of Γ of finite nonzero measure satisfying (*) lim|τF % Δ V n \/\ V n \ = 0 for all τe/\ n->oo where | | is left Haar measure on Γ. We write {VJ e W Γ , and say {V n } has the weak ratio property in case (*) is satisfied (see [2] ). In this paper we are considering countable Abelian Γ and a more general family T Γ of sequences {V n } than those in W r (and hence in general the asymptotic distribution of the characteristic numbers of {F V J does not exist, [2] ) but still restricted enough to guarantee an asymptotic formula for the maximal characteristic number of F v as l The basic theorem* Γ denotes an arbitrary countably infinite discrete Abelian group equipped with the counting measure. DEFINITION 1. A sequence {V n } of finite nonempty subsets of Γ has the translation property, written {V n }sT r , if and only if to every finite subset Γ 0 Q Γ there corresponds an n Q -n o (Γ o ) such that for n ^ n 0 there exists a τ n = τ n (Γ 0 ) e Γ with the property that τ n + Γ Q S V % . 
V[ } and verify that \v;\ ~ 2 implying {F κ *}e TFΓ For
, , υί?J,,})) = ((7 + v n ) n Fί) since the second term in the union is empty by (I). Hence I (7 + Fί) Π V: I ^ I 7 + F π I = I F κ I, and therefore for n e N + 1 (7 + F M *) nv:\ __ 1 (7 + F:) n F*I ^ \v n \ _ 1
We now prove a result, of independent interest, which is critical in the proof of Theorem 1. We divide the proof of the converse inequality into two cases: To prove the converse inequality, we first consider the case II/IU < +oo. Fix any δ > 0 (until the conclusion of the argument). Let S = S(δ) be a measurable subset of the complex plane of diameter less than δ and such that where χ B denotes the characteristic function of E. Hence for s e S and lefiwe have
and consequently also
We next wish to approximate g by a continuous function h, and at this point the estimate is rather delicate because this is also needed later in the case 11/11^= +oo and consequently we must avoid ll/llco as a factor in the error of estimation. Now since feL ι {G), to every ε > 0 there corresponds an rj = ^(ε) such that for all measurable subsets T of G of measure at most rj \f\dx<ε.
We now choose 7 = Ύ(δ) satisfying (4) 
by (4), (4') and the definitions of g and h. Also, we have
JE-JG JE+
implying the estimate lίi ^^ I I 7 I I ( 6)^ 1 + δ by virtue of (4) and (4') .
Lastly, to any a > 0 we may correspond a trigonometric polynomial ω a satisfying || h We now let
Finally,
By (3), (5), and (7). Our assertion follows upon letting δ ->0.
In case 11 /1 !«, = + °°, we let S n be a measurable subset of the complex plane of diameter less than δ and such that Έ % -f~ι{S^), \\1EJ\U> n. Equations (3) - (8) 
Note that 532 WILLIAM R. EMERSON is a trigonometric polynomial on G, and ψ -* α>^ ί
where co ranges over linear combinations of characters on G generated by elements in V n . Hence by Proposition 2 (p = 2),
On the other hand, let co be any trigonometric polynomial on G y say
Let Γ o = {7i, , 7A;}, a finite subset of JΓ. NOW since {V n }eT Γ there exists an n Q such that for n ^ n 0 there exists τ n e Γ such that τ w + A S V n Hence for n ^ n 09 co n (x) = (r n , α?)α)(a;) = Σ (*"* + 7 4 , »)(?< is a linear combination of characters on G generated by elements of V n . Since | ω(x) \ = | α> w (a?) | for all xeG, the proof of (i) is completed by again applying Proposition 2 with p = 2.
(ii) Recall that | F Vn \ is the norm of F Vn considered as an. operator on L\V n ), i.e., 
Proof. For x e I
2 , let X n be the projection of X on its first n components (0 elsewhere). Since M is bounded and consequently closed, lim^eo MX n -MX and (i) follows since X n has at most n nonzero components. Also
and therefore
as n -> °o, and (ii) clearly follows.
THEOREM 2. Let M -(Γ, A, F) where ( i ) FeA(Γ), i.e., F = / for some fe U(G). (ii) To each finite subset Γ 0 Q Γ there corresponds a j = Ύ(Γ 0 ) such that 7 + Γ Q £ A.
Then \M\ = \M\ z =\\f\U.
Proof. Assume A = {λ x , , X n , •} as in Definition 2, and set V n = {λ lf , λ n }. Then hypothesis (ii) clearly implies {V n } e T Γ . The -theorem will follow from the two inequalities (i) (ii): For neN + , consider the isometry of L 2 (V n ) (which is none other than ^-dimensional Euclidean space) into I 2 given by φ -* X ψ where X φ = ({ccj}) and #f = φ(λ y ) for 1 <L j <: n and 0 otherwise. Hence X ψ has only finitely many nonzero components, and each (where equality of functions is to be taken in the U sense). We now show that the mapping α ~> H a is a one-to-one bounded linear transformation from L\Z') into ^// *, the dual space of For The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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